We use exceptional field theory as a tool to work out the full non-linear reduction ansaetze for the AdS 5ˆS 5 compactification of IIB supergravity and its non-compact counterparts in which the sphere S 5 is replaced by the inhomogeneous hyperboloidal space H p,q . The resulting theories are the maximal 5D supergravities with gauge groups SOpp, qq. They are consistent truncations in the sense that every solution of 5D supergravity lifts to a solution of IIB supergravity. In particular, every stationary point and every holographic RG flow of the scalar potentials for the compact and non-compact 5D gaugings directly lift to solutions of IIB supergravity.
Introduction
It is a notoriously difficult problem to establish the consistency of Kaluza-Klein truncations. Consistency requires that any solution of the lower-dimensional theory can be lifted to a solution of the original higher-dimensional theory [1] . While this condition is trivially satisfied for torus compactifications, the compactification on curved manifolds is generically inconsistent except for very specific geometries and matter content of the theories. Even in the case of maximally symmetric spherical geometries, consistency only holds for a few very special cases [2] and even then the proof is often surprisingly laborious. An example for a Kaluza-Klein truncation for which a complete proof of consistency was out of reach until recently is that of type IIB supergravity on AdS 5ˆS 5 , which is believed to have a consistent truncation to the maximal SOp6q gauged supergravity in five dimensions constructed in [3] [4] [5] . In general not even the form of the non-linear Kaluza-Klein reduction ansatz for the higher-dimensional fields is explicitly known, in which case it is not even known how to perform the Kaluza-Klein reduction in principle. If the reduction ansatz is known it remains the task to show that the internal coordinate dependence of the higher-dimensional field equations factors out such that these equations consistently reduce to those of the lower-dimensional theory. Despite these complications, consistency proofs have been obtained over the years for various special cases. The maximal eleven-dimensional supergravity admits consistent Kaluza-Klein truncations on AdS 4ˆS 7 [6] and AdS 7ˆS 4 [7] . Subsectors of truncations of type IIB to five dimensions have been shown to be consistent in [8] [9] [10] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . More recently, a consistent truncation of massive type IIA supergravity on S 6 has been found [18] .
In this paper we will present the explicit and complete reduction formulas for a large class of truncations of type IIB supergravity to maximal five-dimensional gauged supergravity, by working out the details of the general construction of [19] . This includes the famous reduction on AdS 5ˆS 5 to the maximal D " 5 SOp6q gauged supergravity of [5] , but also reductions to non-compact gaugings, corresponding to truncations with non-compact (hyperboloidal) internal manifolds. Consistency of the latter has first been conjectured in [20] and more recently been discussed in [21, 22] . The crucial new ingredient that makes our construction feasible is the recently constructed 'exceptional field theory' (EFT) [23] [24] [25] [26] and its associated extended geometry, see [27] [28] [29] [30] , and [31] [32] [33] [34] for the closely related double field theory. Within this framework, the complicated geometric IIB reductions can very conveniently be formulated as Scherk-Schwarz reductions on an exceptional space-time.
In order to illustrate this point, it is useful to compare it with the toy example of an S 2 compactification of the D-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory, whose volume form provides the source for the Up1q field strength. With a particular dilaton coupling, this theory not only permits a vacuum solution with S 2 as the compact space but also a consistent KaluzaKlein truncation around this vacuum to a pD´2q-dimensional theory [2] . The required dilaton couplings are precisely those that follow from embedding the original theory as the S 1 reduction of pure gravity in D`1 dimensions. While the consistency of this reduction can be shown by a direct computation, a far more elegant proof relies on this geometric origin. As shown in [35] , from the point of view of pD`1q dimensional Einstein gravity, the original S 2 reduction takes the form of a Scherk-Schwarz (or DeWitt) reduction on a three-dimensional SOp3q group manifold via the Hopf fibration S 1 ãÑ S 3 Ñ S 2 . For Scherk-Schwarz reductions, however, consistency is guaranteed from symmetry arguments [36] , which then implies the consistency of the S 2 reduction of the Einstein-Maxwell theory. In this sense, the consistency of the S 2 reduction hinges on the fact that the original theory is secretly a 'geometric' theory in higher dimensions (namely pure Einstein gravity).
Similarly, in exceptional field theory maximal supergravity is reformulated on an extended higher-dimensional space that renders the theory covariant w.r.t. the exceptional U-duality groups in the series E dpdq , 2 ď d ď 8. In this case, the higher-dimensional theory is not simply Einstein gravity, but EFT is subject to a covariant constraint that implies that only a subspace of the extended space is physical. Solving the constraint accordingly one obtains either type IIB or eleven-dimensional supergravity. Importantly, the gauge symmetries of EFT are governed by 'generalized Lie derivatives' that unify the usual diffeomorphism and tensor gauge transformations of supergravity into generalized diffeomorphisms of the extended space. Specifically, for the E 6p6q EFT that will be employed in this paper the generalized Lie derivative for vector fields V M , W M , M, N " 1, . . . , 27, in the fundamental representation27 reads [28, 37] 
where d M N K is a (symmetric) invariant tensor of E 6p6q . Here the first two terms represent the standard Lie bracket or derivative on the extended 27-dimensional space, while the new term encodes the non-trivial modification of the diffeomorphism algebra.
It was shown in [19] how sphere compactifications of the original supergravities and their non-compact cousins can be realized in EFT through generalized Scherk-Schwarz compactifications, which are governed by E dpdq valued 'twist' matrices. In terms of the duality covariant fields of EFT the reduction formulas take the form of a simple Scherk-Schwarz ansatz (see (2.1) below), proving the consistency of the corresponding Kaluza-Klein truncation. Although this settles the issue of consistency it may nevertheless be useful to have the explicit reduction formulas in terms of the conventional supergravity fields. This requires the dictionary for identifying the original supergravity fields in the EFT formulation. In this paper we work out the explicit reduction formulas for the complete set of type IIB supergravity fields, using the general embedding of type IIB supergravity into the E 6p6q EFT given in [38] . In particular, this includes all components of the IIB self-dual four form. Results for the scalar sector in the compact case have appeared in [11, 12, 39, 40] . The components of the twist matrix give rise to various conventional tensors, including for instance the Killing vectors in the case of S 5 but also various higher Killing-type tensors. We analyze the identities satisfied by these tensors by decomposing the Lie derivatives (1.1), which can be thought of as giving generalized Killing equations on the extended space. Various identities that appear miraculous from the point of view of standard geometry but are essential for consistency of the Kaluza-Klein ansatz are thereby explained in terms of the higher-dimensional E 6p6q covariant geometry of EFT. This paper is not completely self-contained in that we assume some familiarity with the E 6p6q EFT of [24] . Our recent review [38] , which also gives the complete embedding of type IIB, can serve as a preparatory article. In particular, we use the same conventions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we briefly review the generalized Scherk-Schwarz ansatz and the consistency conditions for the E 6p6q EFT and give the twist matrices. The twist matrix gives rise to a set of generalized vectors of the extended space satisfying an algebra of generalized Lie derivatives (1.1) akin to the algebra of Killing vector fields on a conventional manifold. In sec. 3 we analyze the various components of this equation and give the explicit solutions in terms of various Killing-type tensors. In sec. 4 we review the class of D " 5 gauged supergravities that will be embedded into type IIB. Finally, in sec. 5 we work out the complete KaluzaKlein ansatz by using the general embedding of type IIB established in [38] . In particular, we show how to reconstruct the self-dual 4-form of type IIB from the EFT fields. Along the way, we show that the reduction ansatz reduces the ten-dimensional self-duality equations to the equations of motion of the D " 5 theory. While this is guaranteed by the general argument, its explicit realization requires an impressive interplay of Killing vector/tensor identities and the E 6p6q {USpp8q coset space structure of the five-dimensional scalar fields. In sec. 6 we summarize the final results, the full set of reduction formulas, and comment on the fermionic sector. Some technically involved computations are relegated to an appendix.
Generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction
We begin by giving the generalized Scherk-Schwarz ansatz in terms of the variables of exceptional field theory. This ansatz is governed by a group-valued twist matrix U P E 6p6q and a scale factor ρ, both of which depend only on the internal coordinates Y . For the bosonic EFT fields, the general reduction ansatz reads [19] 
Here, indices M, N label the fundamental representation 27 of E 6p6q , and the four lines refer to the internal metric, external metric, vector fields and two-forms, respectively, see [24] for details.
In order for the ansatz (2.1) to be consistent, U and ρ need to factor out homogeneously of all covariant expressions defining the action and equations of motion. This is the case provided the following two consistency equations ('twist equations') are satisfied:
Here the constant tensors are ϑ K , which defines the embedding tensor of 'trombone' gaugings, and Θ M α , which defines the embedding tensor of conventional gaugings.
For the subsequent analysis it is convenient to reformulate these consistency conditions by rescaling the twist matrix by ρ,
This rescaling is such that p U´1 can be viewed as a generalized vector of the same density weight as the gauge parameters. Accordingly, one can define generalized Lie derivatives w.r.t. this vector. The consistency conditions can then be brought into the compact form
where X M N K are constants related to the D " 5 embedding tensor by
This implies in particular that the first equation in (2.2) can be written as
In [19] , the consistency equations (2.2) were solved for the sphere and hyperboloid compactifications, with gauge groups SOpp, 6´pq and CSOpp, q, 6´p´qq, explicitly in terms of SLp6q group-valued twist matrices. Specifically, with the fundamental representation of E 6p6q decomposing as
into p15, 1q ' p6 1 , 2q under SLp6qˆSLp2q, we single out one of the fundamental SLp6q indices a Ñ p0, iq to define the SLp6q matrix U a b as 8) with the combinations
Here η ij is the metric
and we define similarly the SOpp, 6´pq invariant metric η ab with signature pp, 6´pq. Note that in (2.9) we use two different metrics, one Euclidean, the other pseudo-Euclidean. The function Kpu, vq is the solution of the differential equation 11) which can be solved analytically. For instance, for p " 6, i.e., for gauge group SO(6) relevant for the S 5 compactification, the solution reads 12) with constant c 0 . We refer to [19] for other explicit forms. The inverse twist matrix is given by
Finally, the density factor ρ is given by ρ " p1´vq 1{6 .
(2.14)
Upon embedding the SLp6q twist matrix (2.8) into E 6p6q , one may verify that it satisfies the consistency equations (2.2) with an embedding tensor that describes the gauge group SOpp, qq, where the physical coordinates are embedded into the EFT coordinates via (2.7) according to
With the above form of the generalized Scherk-Schwarz ansatz and the explicit form of the twist matrix and the scale factor we have given the complete embedding of the corresponding sphere and hyperboloid compactifications into the E 6p6q EFT. It is instructive, however, to clarify this embedding by analyzing it in terms of more conventional geometric objects. Therefore, in the next section we will analyze the consistency conditions (2.4) under the appropriate decomposition (that embeds, for instance, the standard algebra of Killing vector fields on a sphere) and thereby reconstruct the above solution in a more conventional language. In particular, this will clarify the geometric significance of the function K, which is related to the four-form whose exterior derivative defines the volume form on the five-sphere.
3 Untangling the twist equations
General analysis
We now return to the 'twist equations' (2.4) and decompose them w.r.t. the subgroup appropriate for the type IIB solution of the section constraint, i.e.
Accordingly, the fundamental index on the generalized vector p U´1 decomposes as
in terms of GLp5q indices m, n " 1, . . . , 5 and SL(2) indices α, β " 1, 2. In order to give the decomposition of the twist equations (2.4) in terms of these objects we use the definition (1.1) of the generalized Lie derivative and the decomposition of the d-symbol (3.28) in [38] . A straightforward computation, largely analogous to those in, e.g., sec. 3.3 of [38] , then yieldś
We will now successively analyze these equations. We split the index as M Ñ tA, uu, where A, B denote the 'gauge group directions' and u, v the remaining ones, and assume that the only non-vanishing entries of X M N K are
given in terms of structure constants and representation matrices of the underlying Lie algebra of the gauge group, c.f. [41] . Let us emphasize that X M N K is not assumed to be antisymmetric.
In particular, for this ansatz we have, e.g., X uA v " 0. Let us also stress that this ansatz is not the most general, but it is sufficient for the purposes in this paper.
The first equation (3.3), specialized to external indices pA, Bq, implies that the vector fields K A satisfy the Lie bracket algebra
In view of standard Kaluza-Klein compactifications it is natural to interpret these vector fields as the Killing vectors of some internal geometry. We now define a metric w.r.t. which the K A are indeed Killing vectors by setting for the inverse metric
with the Cartan-Killing metric η AB " f AC D f BD C . The internal metricG mn exists provided the Cartan-Killing metric is invertible and that there are sufficiently many vector fields K A m to makeG mn invertible. This assumption, which we will make throughout the following discussion, is satisfied in the examples below. Since by (3.8) the K A transform under themselves according to the adjoint group action, under which the Cartan-Killing metric is invariant, it follows that the vectors are indeed Killing: 10) where here and in the following ∇ m denotes the covariant derivative w.r.t. the metric (3.9), which is used to raise and lower indices. The other non-trivial components of (3.3), with external indices pA, uq, pu, Aq and pu, vq, imply that the remaining vector fields K u m satisfy
For non-vanishing K u the first equation can only be satisfied if the representation encoded by the pD A q u v includes the trivial (singlet) representation. In the following we will analyze the remaining equations under the assumption that the representation does not contain a trivial part, which then requires
We next consider the second equation (3.4), specialized to external indices pA, uq and pu, Aq to obtain
Writing out the Lie derivative on the left-hand side we obtain in particular
With the above assumption that the metric (3.9) is invertible it follows that the curl of R is zero. Hence we can write it in terms of a gradient,
As we still have to solve the first equation of (3.13), we must demand that the function Y transforms under the Killing vectors in the representation D A , 
This equation is solved by R A mα " 0, and the latter indeed holds for the SLp6q valued twist matrix to be discussed below. In addition, we will find that for these twist matrices also the components Z u and S A are zero, and therefore in the following we analyze the equations for this special case,
Let us now turn to the third equation (3.5), which will constrain the Z tensor. Specializing to external indices pA, Bq, we obtain
where we used (3.18) . Writing out the second Lie derivative on the right-hand side, this can be reorganized as
In order to solve this equation we make the following ansatz 21) in terms of a four-formC, where we chose the normalization for later convenience, and we defined the Killing tensor 22) with the volume formω klmpq " |G| 1{2 ε klmpq . We recall that all internal indices are raised and lowered withG mn defined in (3.9).
It remains to determineC pklm from the above system of equations. In order to simplify the result of inserting (3.21) into (3.20) we can use that the Killing tensor term transforms 'covariantly' under the Lie derivative,
which follows from the corresponding property (3.8) of the Killing vectors. For the second term on the left-hand side of (3.20) , however, we have to compute,
Here we used the D " 5 Schouten identityω rlqkmn ∇ ps " 0 and that the Killing tensor written as K A mn " 2 ∇ m K A n is automatically antisymmetric as a consequence of the Killing equations (3.10). Using the latter fact again, the last expression simplifies as follows
We will see momentarily that (3.20) can be solved analytically by the above ansatz (3.21) if the metricG is Einstein. We thus assume this to be the case, so that the Ricci tensor reads R mn " λG mn , for some constant λ. Using this in (3.25) and inserting back into (3.24) we obtain
Next, insertion of the second term in (3.21) into (3.20) yields the contribution
Here we used (3.8) and combined the terms from L K AC pkmn with those from the second term on the left-hand side. Employing now (3.26) and (3.27) we find that insertion of (3.21) into (3.20) yields
Thus, we have determinedC, up to closed terms, to be
which can be integrated to solve forC klmn , since in five coordinates the integrability condition is trivially satisfied. In total we have proved that the pA, Bq component of the third equation (3.5) of the system is solved by (3.21). We also note that the remaining components of (3.5) are identically satisfied under the assumption (3.18). (For the pu, vq component this requires using that the exterior derivative of R u mα vanishes by (3.15) .) For the subsequent analysis it will be important to determine howC transforms under the Killing vectors. To this end we recall that in the definition (3.21)C is the only 'non-covariant' contribution, which therefore accounts for the second term on the left-hand side of the defining equation (3.20) . From this we read off
Finally, we turn to the last equation (3.6), which determines S u . Under the assumptions (3.12), (3.18), the pu, vq and pu, Aq components trivialize, while the pA, uq component implies
We will now show that this equation is solved by 32) in terms of the volume form ofG mn , the function defined in (3.15) and the four-form defined via (3.29) . Here, a is an arbitrary coefficient, while we set the second coefficient to the value that is implied by the following analysis. We first note that L K Aω n 1 ...n 5 " 0, which follows from the invariance under the Killing vectors of the metricG definingω. Second, we recall (3.16), which states that the function Y u transforms 'covariantly' under L K A (i.e., w.r.t. the representation matrices D A ). Thus, all terms in (3.32) transform covariantly, except for the four-formC, whose 'anomalous' transformation must therefore account for the second term in L K A S u on the right-hand side of (3.31). Using the anomalous transformations ofC given in (3.30), it then follows that (3.32) solves (3.31) for arbitrary coefficient a. This concludes our general discussion of the system of equations (3.3)-(3.6).
Explicit tensors
We now return to the explicit twist matrices and read off the tensors whose general structure we discussed in the previous subsection. To this end we have to split the E 6p6q indices further in order to make contact with the twist matrices given in (2.8), (2.13). As it turns out, for these twist matrices the split of indices V M " pV A , V u q discussed before (3.7), coincides with the split 27 " 15`12 of (2.7)
In several explicit formulas we will have to split rabs further,
Similarly, we perform the same index split for the fundamental index M under E 6p6q Ñ SLp6q (and then further to GLp5qˆSLp2q according to (3.1)), thus giving up in the following the distinction between bare and underlined indices. Let us note that we employ the convention 35) in agreement with the summation conventions of ref. [24] . In order to read off the various tensors from the twist matrices let us first canonically embed the SL(6) matrix U a b into E 6p6q .
Under the above index split we have
With this embedding, and recalling the convention (3.35), we can identify the Killing vector fields with components of the twist matrices as follows,
which yields
It is straightforward to verify that these vectors satisfy the Lie bracket algebra (3.8). Specifically,
with the SOpp, 6´pq metric η ab . The Killing tensors defined in (3.22) are then found to be
(3.40)
We can now define the metricG as in (3.9) w.r.t. which these vectors are Killing, using the Cartan-Killing form η ab,cd " η arc η dsb . This yields for the metric and its inversẽ
One may verify that this metric describes the homogeneous space SOpp, qq{SOpp´1,with
determining the constant above, λ " 4. The associated volume form is given bỹ
Next we give the function defining R in (3.15) w.r.t. the above index split,
for which we read off from the twist matrix
In agreement with (3.16) this transforms in the fundamental representation of the algebra of Killing vector fields (3.38). Specifically,
where Y a is obtained from Y a by means of η ab . Let us also emphasize that the Y a can be viewed as 'fundamental harmonics', satisfying 47) in that all higher harmonics can then be constructed from them. For instance, the Killing vectors themselves can be written as
Next we compute the four-formC mnkl by integrating (3.29 ). An explicit solution can be written in terms of the function K from (2.11) as
whose exterior derivative is indeed proportional to the volume form (3.43) for the metricG mn . Together with the Killing vectors and tensors defined above, the Z tensor is now uniquely determined according to (3.21) . Moreover, it is related to the twist matrix according to
which agrees with (3.21) for λ " 4 .
Finally, let us turn to the tensor S u whose general form is given in (3.32). Under the above index split it is convenient to write this tensor as
which is read off from the twist matrix as
leading with (2.8) to
One may verify that this agrees with (3.32) for
Useful identities
In this final paragraph we collect various identities satisfied by the above Killing-type tensors. These will be useful in the following sections when explicitly verifying the consistency of the Kaluza-Klein truncations. We find
which can be verified using the explicit tensors determined above.
4 The D " 5 supergravity
The D " 5 gauged theory with gauge group SOpp,was originally constructed in [3] [4] [5] . For our purpose, the most convenient description is its covariant form found in the context of general gaugings [41] to which we refer for details. 1 In the covariant formulation, the D " 5 gauged theory features 27 propagating vector fields A µ M and up to 27 topological tensor fields B µν M .
The choice of gauge group and the precise number of tensor fields involved is specified by the choice of an embedding tensor Z M N " Z rM N s in the 351 representation of E 6p6q . E.g. the full non-abelian vector field strengths are given by
with the tensor X KL M carrying the gauge group structure constants and defined in terms of the embedding tensor Z M N as
The SOpp,gaugings preserve the global SLp2q subgroup of the symmetry group E 6p6q of the ungauged theory, more specifically the centralizer of its subgroup SLp6q . Accordingly, the vector fields in the 27 of E 6p6q can be split as 5) where the normalization has been chosen such as to match the later expressions. With (4.3), we thus obtain 2
with the SOpp, 6´pq structure constants f ab,cd ef from (3.39).
The form of the field strength (4.2) is the generic structure of a covariant field strength in gauged supergravity, with non-abelian Yang-Mills part and a Stückelberg type coupling to the 1 To be precise, and to facilitate the embedding of this theory into EFT, we choose the normalization of [24] for vector and tensor fields which differs from [41] as
together with a rescaling of the associated symmetry parameters. Moreover, we have set the coupling constant of [41] to g " 1 .
2 The totally symmetric cubic d-symbol of E 6p6q in the SLp6qˆSLp2q basis (4.4) is given by
two-forms. In the present case, we can make use of the tensor gauge symmetry which acts by shift δA µ aα " Ξ µ aα on the vector fields, to eliminate all components A µ aα from the Lagrangian and field equations. This is the gauge we are going to impose in the following, which brings the theory in the form of [5] . 3 As a result, the covariant object (4.2) splits into components carrying the SOpp,Yang-Mills field strength, and the two-forms B µν aα , respectively,
In particular, fixing of the tensor gauge symmetry implies that the two-forms B µν aα turn into topologically massive fields, preserving the correct counting of degrees of freedom, [42] . The Lagrangian and field equations are still conveniently expressed in terms of the combined object F µν M . E.g. the first order duality equation between vector and tensor fields is given by 10) which upon expanding around the scalar origin and with (4.9) yields the first order topologically massive field equation for the two-form tensors. The full bosonic Lagrangian reads
Here, the 42 scalar fields parameterize the coset space E 6p6q {USpp8q via the symmetric E 6p6q matrix M M N which can be decomposed in the basis (4.4) as 12) with the SOpp, 6´pq covariant derivatives defined according to 13) and similarly on the different blocks of (4.12). The scalar potential V in (4.11) is given by the following contraction of the generalized structure constants (4.7) with the scalar matrix (4.12)
(4.14)
3 To be precise: this holds with a rescaling of p-forms according to
and with their coupling constant set to gGRW " 2 .
For later use, let us explicitly state the vector field equations obtained from (4.11) which take the form
We will also need part of the scalar field equations that are obtained by varying in (4.11) the scalar matrix (4.12) with an SLp6q generator X a
The IIB reduction ansatz
In terms of the E 6p6q EFT fields, the reduction ansatz is given by the simple factorization (2.1) with the twist matrix U given by (2.13). In order to translate this into the original IIB theory, we may first decompose the EFT fields under (3.1), according to the IIB solution of the section constraint, and collect the expressions for the various components. We do this separately for EFT vectors, two-forms, metric, and scalars, and subsequently derive the expressions for threeand four-forms from the IIB self-duality equations, as outlined in the general case in [38] . In a second step, we can then recombine the various EFT components into the original IIB fields, upon applying the explicit dictionary [24, 38] from IIB into EFT.
In particular, the explicit expression for the full IIB metric allows one to determine the background metric, i.e. the IIB metric at the point where all D " 5 scalar fields are set to zero. This metric may or may not extend to a solution of the IIB field equations, depending on whether the scalar potential of the D " 5 theory has a stationary point at its origin. It is known [5] that this is the case for the D " 5 theories with gauge group SOp6q and SOp3, 3q, with AdS and dS vacuum, respectively. Accordingly, the internal manifolds S 5 and H 3,3 extend to solutions of the full IIB field equations, with the external geometry given by AdS 5 or dS 5 , respectively.
IIB supergravity
Let us briefly review our conventions for the D " 10 IIB supergravity [43] [44] [45] . The IIB field equations can be most compactly obtained from the pseudo-action
Here, D " 10 coordinates are denoted by xμ, and the action carries the field strengthŝ
of two-and four-form gauge potential. After variation, the field equations derived from (5.1) have to be supplemented with the standard self-duality equations for the 5-form field strengtĥ
Finally, the symmetric SLp2q matrix m αβ parametrizes the coset space SLp2q{SOp2q and carries dilaton and axion. In the notation of [44] it is parametrized by a complex scalar B as
As a first step for the reduction ansatz, we perform the 5`5 Kaluza-Klein decomposition of coordinates txμu " tx µ , y m u and fields, starting from the ten-dimensional vielbein
but keeping the dependence on all 10 coordinates. Decomposition of the p-forms in standard Kaluza-Klein manner then involves the projector P µν " E µ a E aν together with a further redefinition of fields due to the Chern-Simons contribution in (5.2), see [38] for details. This leads to the components
in terms of which the reduction ansatz is most naturally given in the following.
Vector and two-form fields
Breaking the 27 EFT vector fields according to (3.1) into
we read off the reduction ansatz from (2.1), (3.2), which in particular gives rise to
The Kaluza-Klein vector field A µ m " A µ m thus reduces in the standard way with the 15
Killing vectors K rabs m pyq whose algebra defines the gauge group of the D " 5 theory. Note, however, that these extend to Killing vectors of the internal space-time metric only in case of the compact gauge group SOp6q. In the general case, as discussed above, the K rabs m pyq are the Killing vector fields of an auxiliary homogeneous Lorentzian metric (3.9), compare also [20] [21] [22] .
The vector field components A µ kmn are expressed in terms of the same 15 D " 5 vector fields. Their internal coordinate dependence is not exclusively carried by Killing vectors and tensors, but exhibits via the tensor Z rabs kmn pyq an inhomogeneous term carrying the four-formC mnkl according to (3.21) . 4 This is similar to reduction formulas for the dual vector fields in the S 7 reduction of D " 11 supergravity [46] , which, however, in the present case already show up among the fundamental vectors.
For the remaining vector field components, the ansatz (2.1), (3.2), at first yields the reduction formulas
in terms of the 12 vector fields A µ aα in D " 5 and the tensors defined in (3.32) and (3.44). However, as discussed in the previous section, for the SOpp,gauged theories, a natural gauge fixing of the two-form tensor gauge transformations allows to eliminate these vector fields in exchange for giving topological mass to the two-forms. As a result, the final reduction ansatz reduces to
For the two-forms, upon breaking them into GLp5q components in terms of the Lorentzian metricG mn , vector field Y a , and four-formC klmn . As is obvious from their index structure, the fields B µν mα contribute to the dual six-form doublet of the IIB theory, but not to the original IIB fields. Accordingly, for matching the EFT Lagrangian to the IIB dynamics, these fields are integrated out from the theory [24, 38] . For the IIB embedding of D " 5 supergravity, we will thus only need the first line of (5.12).
For the remaining two-form fields, the reduction ansatz (2. (5.15)
Here, the 15 D " 5 two-forms B µν ab are in fact absent in the SOpp,supergravities, described in the previous section. In principle, they may be introduced on-shell, employing the formulation of these theories given in [41, 47] , however, subject to an additional (three-form tensor) gauge freedom, which subsequently allows one to set them to zero. Hence, in the following we adopt B µν ab pxq " 0, such that (5.14) reduces to
Within EFT, consistency of this choice with the reduction ansatz (5.14) can be understood by the fact that the fields B µν m (related to the IIB dual graviton) do not even enter the EFT Lagrangian, while the fields B µν mn enter subject to gauge freedom
(descending from tensor gauge transformations of the IIB four-form potential), which allows us to explicitly gauge the reduction ansatz (5.14) to zero.
Combining the reduction formulas for the EFT fields with the explicit dictionary given in sec. 5 for two-and four form gauge potential in the basis after standard Kaluza-Klein decomposition.
In the next subsection, we collect the expressions for the scalar components C mn α and C klmn , and in subsection 5.5 we derive the reduction formulas for the last missing components C µνρ m , and C µνρσ of the four-form.
Let us finally note that with the reduction formulas given in this section, also the non-abelian EFT field strengths of the vector fields factorize canonically, as can be explicitly verified with the identities given in (3.8), (3.19) . Explicitly, we find 20) in terms of the non-abelian SOpp,field strength F µν ab pxq from (4.9).
EFT scalar fields and metric
Similar to the discussion of the form fields, the reduction of the EFT scalars can be read off from (2.1) upon proper parametrization of the matrix M M N . We recall from [24, 38] that M M N is a real symmetric E 6p6q matrix parametrized by the 42 scalar fields
where C mn α " C rmns α , and C klmn " C rklmns are fully antisymmetric in their internal indices, G mn " G pmnq is the symmetric 5ˆ5 matrix, representing the internal part of the IIB metric, and m αβ " m pαβq is the unimodular symmetric 2ˆ2 matrix parametrizing the coset space SLp2q{SOp2q carrying the IIB dilaton and axion. Decomposing the matrix M M N into blocks according to the basis (5.7)
the scalar fields (5.21) can be read off from the various components of M M N and its inverse M M N . We refer to [38] for the explicit formulas and collect the final result
where G mn and m αβ denote the inverse matrices of G mn and m αβ from (5.21 Similarly, the reduction formula for the internal components of the two-form C mn α is read off as
featuring the inverse matrices of (5.24), with the two alternative expressions corresponding to using the different equivalent expressions in (5.23). To explicitly show the second equality in (5.26) requires rather non-trivial quadratic identities among the components (4.12) of an E 6p6q matrix, together with non-trivial identities among the Killing vectors and tensors. In contrast, this identity simply follows on general grounds from the equivalence of the two expressions in (5.23), i.e., it follows from the group property of M M N and the twist matrix U M N . Let us also stress, that throughout all indices on the Killing vectors K rabs m and tensors are raised and lowered with the Lorentzian x-independent metricG mn pyq from (3.9), not with the space-time metric G mn px, yq.
Eventually, the same reasoning gives the reduction formula for C mnkl Let us finally spell out the reduction ansatz for the five-dimensional metric which follows directly from (2.1) as g µν px, Y q " ρ´2pyq g µν pxq .
(5.30)
Putting this together with the parametrization of the IIB metric in terms of the EFT fields, and the reduction (5.8) of the Kaluza-Klein vector field, we arrive at the full expression for the IIB metric
in standard Kaluza-Klein form [48] , with G mn given by the inverse of (5.24).
Background geometry
It is instructive to evaluate the above formulas at the particular point where all D " 5 fields vanish, i.e. in particular the scalar matrix M M N reduces to the identity matrix
This determines the background geometry around which the generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction ansatz captures the fluctuations. Depending on whether or not the scalar potential of D " 5 gauged supergravity has a stationary point at the origin -which is the case for the SOp6q and SOp3, 3q gaugings [5] -this background geometry will correspond to a solution of the IIB field equations.
With (5.32) and the vanishing of the Kaluza-Klein vector fields, the IIB metric (5.31) reduces to
where we have used the relations
The internal metric of (5.33) is conformally equivalent to the hyperboloid H p,6´p defined by the embedding of the surface
. This is a Euclidean five-dimensional space with isometry group SOppqˆSOp6´pq, inhomogeneous for p " 2, 3, 4. Except for p " 6, this metric differs from the homogeneous Lorentzian metric defined in (3.9) with respect to which the Killing vectors and tensors parametrizing the reduction ansatz are defined.
Using that Y a Y b δ ab " 1`u´v, it follows from (5.24) that the IIB dilaton and axion are constantm 36) while the internal two-form (5.26) vanishes due to the fact that (5.32) does not break the SLp2q . Eventually, the four-form C klmn is most conveniently evaluated from (5.28) as and similar forR µν . With (5.33) and (5.38), the energy-momentum tensor takes a particularly simple form for p " 6 and p " 3:
For the x-dependent background metricg µν pxq the most symmetric ansatz assumes an Einstein space (dS, AdS, or Minkowski)
upon which the IIB Ricci tensor associated with (5.33) turns out to be blockwise proportional to the IIB metric for the same two cases p " 6 and p " 3
Together it follows that (5.33), (5.37), (5.41) solve the IIB field equations for p " 3, k " 2 and p " 6, k "´4, c.f. [20] . The resulting backgrounds are AdS 5ˆS 5 and dS 5ˆH 3,3 and the induced D " 5 theories correspond to the SOp6q and the SOp3, 3q gaugings of [5] , respectively. For 3 " p " 6, the background geometry is not a solution to the IIB field equations. Let us stress, however, that also in these cases the reduction ansatz presented in the previous sections describes a consistent truncation of the IIB theory to an effectively D " 5 supergravity theory, but this theory does not have a simple ground state with all fields vanishing.
Reconstructing 3-form and 4-form
We have in the previous sections derived the reduction formulas for all EFT scalars, vectors, and two-forms. Upon using the explicit dictionary into the IIB fields [24, 38] , this allows to reconstruct the major part of the original IIB fields. More precisely, among the components of the fundamental IIB fields onlyĈ µνρ m andĈ µνρσ with three and four external legs of the IIB four-form potential remain undetermined from the previous analysis. These in turn can be reconstructed from the IIB self-duality equations, which are induced by the EFT dynamics. We refer to [38] for the details of the general procedure, which we work out in the following with the generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction ansatz.
The starting point is the duality equation between EFT vectors and two-forms that follows from the Lagrangian
where F µν N is the non-abelian field strength associated with the vector fields A µ N , andH |µνρ| mn carries the field strength of the two-forms B µν mn . Taking into account the reduction ansatz (5.10), (5.16), it takes the explicit form 44) in terms of the remaining vector fields and field strengths from (5.20). Since (5.43) is of the form of a vanishing curl, the equation can be integrated in the internal coordinates up to a curl B rm C ns µνρ related to the corresponding component of the IIB four-form, explicitly
It is a useful consistency test of the present construction, that with the reduction ansatz described in the previous sections, the r.h.s. of this equation indeed takes the form of a curl in the internal variables. Let us verify this explicitly. Since the reduction ansatz is covariant, the first term reduces according to the form of its free indices rmns, c.f. (5.14)
which indeed takes the form of a curl. We recall that the D " 5 field strength F µν N combines the 15 non-abelian field strengths F µν ab and the 12 two-forms B µν aα according to (4.9).
The reduction of the second term on the r.h.s. of (5.45) is less obvious, sinceH µνρ mn is not a manifestly covariant object, and we have computed it explicitly by combining its defining equation (5.44) with the reduction of the vector fields (5.8) and field strengths (5.20) . With the identity (3.57) among the Killing vectors and tensors, the second term on the r.h.s. of (5.45) then reduces according tõ
with the non-abelian SOpp,Chern-Simons form defined as 48) in terms of the SOpp, 6´pq Yang-Mills field strength F µν ab . Again, (5.47) takes the form of a curl in the internal variables, such that equation (5.45) can be explicitly integrated to
This yields the full reduction ansatz for the component C m µνρ . Obviously, C m µνρ is determined by (5.45) only up to a gradient B m Λ µνρ in the internal variables, which corresponds to a gauge transformation of the IIB four-form. Choosing the reduction ansatz (5.49), we have thus made a particular choice for this gauge freedom.
In a similar way, the last missing component C µνρσ can be reconstructed by further manipulating the equations and comparing to the IIB self-duality equations [38] . Concretely, taking the external curl of (5.45) and using Bianchi identities and field equations on the r.h.s. yields a differential equation that can be integrated in the internal variable tó
up to an external gradient B n C µνρσ which carries the last missing component of the IIB fourform. Here, D KK µ denotes the Kaluza-Klein covariant derivative
and p D µ C pqrs is a particular combination of scalar covariant derivatives [38] , which is most compactly defined via particular components of the scalar currents as
where D µ refers to the full EFT derivative, covariant under generalized diffeomorphisms. Again, it is a useful consistency check of the construction that with the reduction ansatz developed so far, equation (5.50) indeed turns into a total gradient, from which we may read off the function C µνρσ . For the l.h.s. this is most conveniently seen by virtue of (5.52) and the reduction ansatz (2.1) for M M N , giving rise tó
where we have used (3.55). The derivatives D µ on the r.h.s. now refer to the SOpp, 6´pq covariant derivatives (4.13). For the terms on the r.h.s. of (5.50), we find with (5.8), (5.12), and (3.48)´3
as well as
where we have explicitly evaluated the Kaluza-Klein covariant derivative D µ on C µνρ m , the latter given by (5.49). Moreover, we have arranged the A 4 terms such that they allow for a convenient evaluation of their reduction formulae. Namely, in the last two lines we have factored out the quadratic polynomials that correspond to the A 2 terms in the non-abelian field strengths (5.20) and thus upon reduction factor in analogy to the field strengths, leaving us with the A 4 terms
upon using the identities (3.57), (3.55). While the last two terms are total gradients, the first term cancels against the corresponding contribution from the derivative of the Chern-Simons form Ω abcd µνρ in (5.55)
Similarly, the FAA terms in (5.55) combine with those of (5.54) according to
Again, the first term cancels against the corresponding contribution from the derivative of the Chern-Simons form Ω abcd µνρ , given in (5.57).
Collecting all the remaining terms, equation (5.50) takes the final form
Now the first two lines of the expression precisely correspond to the vector field equations (4.15) of the D " 5 theory, which confirms that on-shell this equation reduces to a total gradient in the internal variables. Although guaranteed by the consistency of the generalized Scherk-Schwarz ansatz and the general analysis of [38] , it is gratifying that this structure is confirmed by explicit calculation based on the D " 5 field equations and the non-trivial identities among the Killing vectors. We are thus in position to read off from (5.59) the final expression for the 4-form as 
where X klmnp is a combination of internal derivatives of the scalar fields, c.f. [38] , that is most compactly given by 1 120
in analogy to (5.52). It can be shown that equation (5.61) can be derived from the external curl of equations (5.50) upon using the EFT field equations and Bianchi identities, up to a y-independent equation that defines the last missing function Λ µνρσ . For the general case this has been worked out in [38] . Alternatively, it can be confirmed by explicit calculation with the Scherk-Schwarz reduction ansatz, that equation (5.61) with the components C µνρ m and C µνρσ from (5.49) and (5.60), respectively, decomposes into a y-dependent part, which vanishes due to the D " 5 scalar equations of motion, and a y-independent part, that defines the function Λ µνρσ . The calculation is similar (but more lengthy) than the previous steps, requires the same non-trivial identities among Killing vectors derived above, but also some non-trivial algebraic identities among the components of the scalar E 6p6q matrix M M N . We relegate the rather lengthy details to appendix A and simply report the final result from equation (A.20)
Since there is no non-trivial Bianchi identity for (5.63), this equation can be integrated and yields the last missing term in the four-form potential (5.60). This completes the reduction formulae for the full set of fundamental IIB fields.
Summary
We have in this paper derived the explicit reduction formulae for the full set of IIB fields in the compactification on the sphere S 5 and the inhomogeneous hyperboloids H p,6´p . The fluctuations around the background geometry are described by a D " 5 maximal supergravity, with gauge group SOpp, 6´pq . The dependence on the internal variables is explicitly expressed in terms of 1) a set of vectors K rabs m which are Killing vectors of a homogeneous metricG mn (3.9), and 2) a four-formC µνρσ whose field-strength yields the Lorentzian volume form (3.29) .
Only for the compact case of S 5 , the metricG mn and four-formC klmn coincide with the spacetime background geometry. In the non-compact case, they refer to a (virtual) homogeneous Lorentzian geometry which encodes the inhomogeneous space-time background geometry via the formulas provided. This is in accordance with the ansatz proposed and tested for some stationary points of the non-compact D " 4 gaugings in [22] , see also [20, 21] for earlier work.
Only for p " 6 and p " 3 does the background geometry provide a solution to the IIB field equations. We stress, that also in the remaining cases, the reduction ansatz describes a consistent truncation of the IIB theory to an effectively D " 5 supergravity theory, just this theory does not have a simple ground state with all fields vanishing. Still, any stationary point or holographic RG flow of these non-compact gaugings as well as any other solution to their field equations lifts to a IIB solution by virtue of the explicit reduction formulas.
The explicit reduction formulas are derived via the EFT formulation of the IIB theory by evaluating the formulas of the generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction ansatz for the twist matrices obtained in [19] . The Scherk-Schwarz origin also proves consistency of the truncation in the sense that all solutions of the respective D " 5 maximal supergravities lift to solutions of the type IIB fields equations. By virtue of the explicit embedding of the IIB theory into EFT [24, 38] these formulas can be pulled back to read off the reduction formulas for the original type IIB fields. Upon some further computational effort we have also derived the explicit expressions for all the components of the IIB four-form. Along the way, we explicitly verified the IIB self-duality equations. Although their consistency is guaranteed by the general construction, we have seen that their validation by virtue of non-trivial Killing vector identities still represents a rewarding exercise.
We have in this paper restricted the construction to the bosonic sector of type IIB supergravity. In the EFT framework, consistency of the reduction of the fermionic sector follows along the same lines from the supersymmetric extension of the E 6p6q exceptional field theory [49] which upon generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction yields the fermionic sector of the D " 5 gauged supergravities [19] . In particular, compared to the bosonic reduction ansatz (2.1), the EFT fermions reduce as scalar densities, i.e. their y-dependence is carried by some power of the scale factor, such as ψ µ i px, yq " ρ´1 2 pyq ψ µ i pxq, etc.. A derivation of the explicit reduction formulas for the original IIB fermions would require the dictionary of the fermionic sector of EFT into the IIB theory, presumably along the lines of [40] . The very existence of a consistent reduction of the fermionic sector can also be inferred on general grounds [2] combining the bosonic results with the supersymmetry of the IIB theory.
We close by recollecting the full set of IIB reduction formulas derived in this paper. The IIB metric is given by
in standard Kaluza-Klein form, in terms of vectors K rabs m from (3.38) that are Killing for the (Lorentzian) metricG mn from (3.9), and the internal block G mn of the metric (6.1) given by the inverse of
The IIB dilaton and axion combine into the symmetric SLp2q matrix
in terms of the harmonics Y a from (3.45). Since det m αβ " 1, this equation can also be used as a defining equation for the function ∆px, yq . The different components of the two-form doublet are given by
Next, we give the uplift formulas for the four-form components in terms of the Killing vectors K rabs m pyq, Killing tensors K rabs mn pyq, the sphere harmonics Y a pyq given in (3.45) , the function Z rabs kmn pyq given by (3.21) , and the four-formC klmn pyq from (3.49). In order not to clutter the formulas, in the following we do not display the dependence on the arguments x and y as it is always clear from the definition of the various objects whether they depend on the external or internal coordinates or both. The final result reads
We recall, that the curved indices on these objects are raised and lowered with the x-independent metricG mn pyq from (3.9) and not with the background metric G mn . The function Λ µνρσ pxq is defined by equation (5.63). All p-form components are given in the basis after standard Kaluza-Klein decomposition, explicitly related to the original IIB fields by (5.6).
With the reduction ansatz (6.1)-(6.5), the type IIB field equations reduce to the D " 5 field equations derived from the Lagrangian (4.11). As a consequence, these formulas lift every solution of D " 5, SOpp,gauged supergravity to a solution of IIB supergravity.
By construction, after imposing the generalized Scherk-Schwarz ansatz this equation should split into a y-dependent part proportional to the D " 5 scalar field equations (4.16), and a y-independent part which determines the function Λ µνρσ .
The first term on the r.h.s. simply reduces according to the reduction ansatz (5.12)
Note that the Kaluza-Klein covariant derivative turns into the SOpp, 6´pq covariant derivative by virtue of (3.46). With (5.49) and the identity (3.56), we find for the second term on the r.h.s. of (A.1)
Next, we have to work out the covariant curl of C µνρσ with the explicit expression (5.60). To this end, we first note that for all terms with y-dependence proportional to Y a Y b , the Kaluza-Klein covariant derivative reduces to
in view of the property (3.46) of the harmonics Y a . We thus find
(A.5)
In order to evaluate the last term it is important to note that unlike in (A.4), the KaluzaKlein covariant derivative here cannot just be pulled through the (non-covariant) y-dependent functions but has to be evaluated explicitly leading tó
after some manipulation of the functions K rabs , Z rabs . Putting everything together and again using once more the identity (3.57), the full r.h.s. of equation (A.1) is given by Consistency of the reduction ansatz then implies that also the l.h.s. of (A.1) organizes into the same structure. The coefficients multiplying the y-dependent factor`Y a pyqY b pyq´1 6 η ab˘m ust combine into a D " 5 field equation in order to reduce (A.1) to an y-independent equation which then provides the defining equation for Λ µνρσ .
In order to see this explicitly, we recall, that the l.h.s. of (A.1) is defined by (5.62), which together with the reduction ansatz (2.1) for M M N may be used to read off the form of this term after reduction. After some manipulation of the Killing vectors and tensors and use of the identities collected in section 3. of matrix components of (4.12). At first view, the structure of this expression in no way ressembles the form of (A.9), with a far more complicated y-dependence in its first term. This seemingly jeopardizes the consistency of the reduction of equation (A.1), which after all should be guaranteed by consistency of the ansatz. What comes to the rescue is some additional properties of the twist matrix together with some highly non-trivial non-linear identities among the components of an E 6p6q matrix. Namely the last factor in the first term of (A. The identity (A.13) is far from obvious and hinges on the group properties of the matrix (4.12). It can be verified by choosing an explicit parametrization of this matrix (e.g. as given in [38] ), at least with the help of some computer algebra [50] [51] [52] . Combining this identity with the properties (A.12) of the twist matrix, we conclude that the first term on the r.h.s. of (A.10) simplifies according to such that the y-dependence of the entire equation organizes into the form (A.9). Now the x-dependent coefficient of the traceless combination`Y a Y b´1 6 η ab˘p recisely reproduces the D " 5 scalar equations of motion (4.16). In particular, the third line of (A.17) coincides with the SLp6q variation of the scalar potential (4.14). This match requires additional non-trivial relations among the components of an E 6p6q matrix (4.12) This equation can be integrated to yield the function Λ µνρρ . This yields the last missing part in the reduction ansatz of the IIB four form (5.60) and establishes the full type IIB self-duality equation.
